
I woke up today that the sky was very clear after a night of intense wind. I updated my project right from the start and then put up one shelf by the bed and did some tai-chi. On my way down to
the dentist I decided to take a lonely walk on mountain Enna. It was really a paradise up there with many a flowers. I then drove to the dentist to try out my porcelain tooth. I just wanted to get it
done. Only later I talked to Myrthe as I really felt such a contrast with the peaceful life in the mountains and the idea that will never be able to live peacefully. After taking little for an ice-
cream I drove around the heavy traffic to look for a bag with which to carry my prints to Holland next week. I could not find it but did buy it online. In the evening I tried to convey my feelings
to Myrthe but she got upset.

A much better day today in Vicenza, waking up way too early but then taking time to update my project and later to play with little teaching all the bad things my authoritarian sister and
mother denies her. I also got very much started with some writing on autoethnography for my thesis and got quite some text written also taking some readings to the Querini park before coming
home and keeping up the writings. At last I went to the dentist and Mauro, the family dentist's son, installed me the final porcelain tooth. I had fun staying longer with them taking and joking
about things. Now I am home alone and will need to work on a few things.

I woke up too early again, got to work and then slept for an hour cause  was upset about an argument we had on and her girl friend. Despite  being around again today I
could send in the introduction I rewrote including the autoethnography part to Stina. I then took  for a croissant and to the park where I talked to an inventive father of a kid. Lunch was nice
with  but the air got heavy when  came home. I was straight to her and told her not to put other people against me based on the comments I do. I then walked through
Vicenza, did my gymnastic in a park full of black dealers and now I am about to meet Myrthe in Mestre.

Yesterday Myrthe and I drove away from  place after leaving a chocolate rabbit to little  We stopped in a nice little village to have some breakfast and there was a funeral. One
man in a coffin with a huge coffin; he was a baker. Form there we finally made it to Santa Caterina where we unpacked the car and took a nice little walk on Monte Enna despite the cold and
gray weather. In the evening we slept a bit and then went to Schio to attend the opening of a beer place that a Dutch girl was opening. Finding it not so fun we went around the hills of Tretto
looking for a place where to eat and ended up getting a soup in a restaurant ran by young Romanian.

Today I woke up that it was snowing out. It took some time to wake up in fact, taking it easy with Myrthe on my side but then we got the stove going and I started fixing hangers in the closet and
shelves with the help of Myrtina. After a substantial pasta we were at Gianna's place for a coffee, having fun and letting her show us the tiny refrigerated birds she eats with polenta. In the
afternoon we went to see the sanctuary at the bottom of the mountains where a man saw the Madonna and then we drove to Vicenza and looked went to the Monte Berico sanctuary were we had
a hot chocolate and a nice view. Now we are at a bit concerned about my mother's bad reaction on my criticism to her.

I am back in Santa Caterina now after a long tour de force, a pleasant one though, going this morning with sweet Myrthe to Padova and taking a nice walk there with the sun shining, visiting
some amazing historical sites and having a cheap breakfast in a wonderful square. She then took the train towards the airport and I felt immediately a bit empty inside. I then walked to my aunt
Chiara's bed and breakfast and we had a nice afternoon updating ourselves on each others lives. I actually found her quite well and realized that it is  to always paint things rather
pessimistically. Later I drove back to Vicenza and stopped by Monteviale where Francesco and Alessandro with some other old friends where partying at Andrea's place. It was pleaset to see
them but I really longed for my little home in the mountains where I now am all alone.

Today I woke up that I didn't really have a good night sleep despite being in Santa Caterina. It was probably all this traveling and my soul feel rather shaken. How much I would give for a less
hectic life, maybe here, in this paradise. I anyway stood up and update my project before driving down to buy some screws I need to finish mounting the shelves for my archival boxes and then
check with the municipality again how much I will have to pay in taxes. At lunch I ate a small and cheap sandwich at a bar and answered a few emails among which another interview from a
technology magazine. I then drove back up to Santa Caterina and felt with little energies. Luckily there was Gianna's garden to be worked and I spent the whole sunny afternoon plowing it. I will
finally eat soon and Gianna gave me some polenta to roast while Daniela just came to give me a piece of cake... tiny communities is the natural way to go!

Today I woke up the Santa Caterina was shining with gold and I updated my project before starting to clean up my shelter. Myrthe's father and his companion will be arriving before me next
month. I did manage to put all my tools in order and change the sheets before washing the floors dirty with ashes and the neighbour's cement. I also manage to explore the forest below me and
find a little hill where to daydream about my cathedral as well as do my gymnastics. In the ten days I was here I barely explored the landscape around me. Hopefully in the future I won't have to
do so much work and I will have more time to just loose myself in nature. At noon I was at  where I also brought my woolen blankets to wash and picked some salami to bring August
tomorrow. I then drove through a hell of a traffic to the airport. I mean there was not really much traffic but the road are here small and slow. I left the car in a parking of a small town, hopefully
it will survive. I am now at the small Treviso airport after meeting an old drunk, divorced man with much bitterness to share. I don't like to be in these indoor sterility but I guess I will have to
endure for the coming months.

An intense day sleeping little after driving from the airport to my Södertälje shelter in the middle of the night and waking up to select the prints to fly to the Netherlands for the Utrecht exhibit.
The bag I have ordered was too small and I had to do very fast choices, recycling the crappy crate built for me by the Uppsala museum carpenters and sawing it in half. I had little time since I
also gave a three hours lecture at the university on yet the same old topic of early cinema. Thereafter I drove to August who was home playing with little Tom. Also Liselott came home briefly
and I drove off to get extra wooden panels to finish off the crate. I ended up  sawing everything up manually and then do grocery. Now I am back at August's place and will work on the crate
again.

On the plane now heading to sweet little Myrthe this time packed full of commitments there such as a conference and the small show at her friend's gallery. I felt sad to leave little August so soon
but he was very busy playing with Tom and after we ate a salad together he was off with him to the swimming pool. Meantime I finished off the crate to bring the photo panels to the show,
cleaned and dropped the rented car at the airport. It was really easy to get the crate through. The rest of the afgternoon I spent working on the introduction of my thesis and now will keep writing.

A nice day staying in bed with little Myrthe for some time after feeling spaced out yesterday night for all the partying going on in Utrecht. I updated my project and then jumped to bed with my
sweety before going to do grocery and eating a nice English breakfast. We later went shopping for my exhibition, buying frames to put reproductions of my drawings and then sat of to Dordrecht
where we checked a nice art space by the harbour where I'd like to build my tebah. The few artists we met were nice and later we walked in the sun back throuh the historical center. Now we are
heading back to Utrecht on the train.

I woke up decently early and got all my project updated. After Myrthe woke up I started fixing my bike which I am giving to her but felt stressed out after a while. We then went out and I did tai-
chi in a nice park before eating an ice cream. Back home I made a salad and let little Myrthe work through all her students' essays while I was making small drawings to frame for the gallery
show next week. We got both a bit stressed and went a bit to bed together. Now I am cooking some pasta and will go to the gallery this evening.

Today I woke up with a lot of dreams finally, sleeping next to sweet Myrthe. I then updated my project and spent the rest of the day at the Dapiran Gallery where I am showing three years of the
right hand project. It was nice to work alone on the four meters wide wall and put all the panels up one by one. Myrtina was also impressed when she came to eat some lunch with me. We also
ate a cake at a Swedish café and then I got back to the gallery to discover that the floor was not straight. As I had already removed all the electricity plugs I took some courage and remove all the
later plank. I then had to buy some wall filling and paint over it but now is drying and I am waiting to put the panels on, hopefully before Cathelijne and Thijs, the owners, come home.

Yesterday I had a bit of a tough day, waking up in the middle of the night and feeling tired in the morning. I was first at Cathelijne's gallery bringing Myrthe's computer there with her on the bike
to show a self-typing version of my Journal at the show. After some tai-chi I went home to update my project and then shower. I then joined the conference where I am supposed to present today
and then I went again to Cathelijne's to hang with her a small version of my drawings. I felt bored but I also had my presentation to make for my talk. At home I was alone and talked a bit with
Anne after having spent the evening listening to the conference inaugural speech from Catherine, an artist friend I knew from the States.

Today I slept very nice and well with Myrthina on my side. After updating my project I was on-line with Stina who had suggestions on how to revise my thesis. I felt good and optimistic after
talking to her and went to the gallery to do minor work like painting under the panels. For lunch I went back to eat a byte and on the way back to the gallery I stopped at a park to eat a
pomegranate. The rest of the afternoon I spent quite some money getting small things to get the show going and now I am mostly solving small technical issues for screens and projectors. Myrthe
is soon to come and outside is still really beautiful and sunny.

Today it was super sunny and beautiful out but I felt very irritated. Myrthe and I were at the gallery together and I took me time to get all the technology to work. Some gymnastics in the park
nearby helped me a bit and the rest of the afternoon I got all my drawings done and even painted the cracks on the cheap frames. Myrhte came by at the and and we had a juice together in the
sun. Now we are home and I am still quite irritated but still have things to do like talking with a person in charge of the San Francisco event.

A good day waking up in he middle of the night with a lot of dreams and updating my project with them to fall back asleep. I was then at the university library revising my presentation as well as
the thesis introduction for Stina. Over he lunch buffet at the conference I talked to some okay people and when it got my turn to talk the projector did not work. I then used the white board and it
was a big success talking straight for half an hour through my theories. Later I was home with Myrthe and his nephews with whom we went over to the gallery to fix the last details like also the
prints of the trash I picm from the sidewalk. In the evening we ate with a Jewish Swedish scholar at a Suriname place in the dirty part of town and now Myrthe and I are babysitting Cas and
Petra's small kids who are anyway asleep.

Yesterday was nice, sunny but cold. I woke up early to update my project and even made it to the park to do my gymnastic and tai-chi before having a pancake with little Myrthe and going
briefly back to bed with her. I then was shortly at the conference before coming back to the apartment and prepare a refreshment for my opening together with Myrtina who also had to work a bit.
Later we walked with all the things to Cathelijne's gallery and I was a little distressed but when a lot of people showed up including folk from the conference, it was quite magical. I also gave a
speech despite the kids being a bit noisy. Several people also came from far like Floren, the Dutch student I met in Sweden and Ilka, Myrthe's friend. In the evening we also went to a bar to eat
and then Myrthe and I checked the conference reception talking to a nice Turkish art professor.

A nice day waking up in Utrecht with still the blue sky out and going by train to Breda. From the train, looking at the beautiful rivers I felt really sick about having to spend my day visiting
Myrthe's grandmothers and in a vehicle. I then told her that and she had the good idea to have her mother drop me at a river. It was warm there and I walked all the way up to a small village
where one of Myrthe's friends at her birthday. It was nice to eat some homemade cake and also take a walk to Belgium with a whole group consisting mostly of old people. Once there we
stopped to drink beers and after some time I went my way in to a park with many religious figures and just sat by the water reflecting calmly about life and considering how I should myself act
like a tree in front of the river. Myrthe reached me that she was a bit concerned and we had a few episodes later in which she felt she could not combine me and her social life. Back in the friend's
house we ate some nice vegetarian food and then got Ellie to pick us up. She had met a nice man at last and she was happy. We drunk tea in her house where she is no longer smoking and
drinking and now we are heading back to Utrecht Myrthe feeling stressed about the amount of work she has to do. 

I woke up early today and took a smooth train ride to Frankfurt. I updated my project on the train and once in the German city I walked around waiting for my hotel room to be cleaned. It was
very modern a place with also a lot of trashy environments and hyper modern shopping areas. The museum was also super great and I got started with my ambitious ten years installation of all
my photos really spending much time bent on the floor. Now I am out with a famous German artist just talking of himself and being quite well off with money despite all his political art doing.
We will eat something together and I will keep cutting velcro tape in my room.

A good day waking up early and starting cutting the velcro tape after updating my project. At eight I was already at the museum mounting and it took me ten hours of intense work to install ten
years of my photo. I had one student assisting me and only took a lunch break with the other people from the show including a nice German artist speaking Italian. By the time it was up all was
installed and look quite impressive. Now we are seating with the sun setting next tk the river with everyone drinking beer but me.

Yesterday I woke up in the Frankfurt hotel with an heavy head. It was early and in the evening before Ben, Florian and me have being doing quite some childish things around town piling up
chairs from a restaurant and putting old drawers we found on top of phone boots. Also in the morning I could not do my laundry and it took some time to get going but then I was again with my
trio and we were good again. I stayed at the breakfast table with Ben, aka Sveza, an old graffiti artist with some reputation who at least knows the big kings in street art. He spoke Italian and was
a really sensitive guy with a lot of thoughts and some addictions like smoking weed and so forth. I felt proud to seat with him and Florian on the other side during the press conference. There
were a lot of journalists and they mostly talked to my German friends. After Florian got his big TV interview I got with him in his expensive jeep and drove south. Also felt proud to visit for
once my ancestors' birthplace. We actually stopped in Mainz, a sad cold city where Florian will exhibit and had lunch we the curators. It was hard for me to talk to the main one, an old German
but by speaking we found several nice things in common, namely Pasolini and China (he also taught there). The ride to Florian's house was long but we kept talking a lot and by the time we
reached the farm where he lives next to Switzerland and France I knew that there was something more than a provocative artist. His paintings were in fact really nice and he is also into classic
music. The farm, at the feet of a hill by a stream of water was also an art project and it was interesting to talk to his mother.

Today Florian farm was really solar and I had a great feeling with the stream of water next to us, the little girls, the mountains and the sun. Almunth, the smallest girl did not go to school and we
took a nice walk in the black forest to then pick up the other girls for lunch. I was very hungry but some backed potatoes worked. In the afternoon we sat by the stream with our feet in the cold
water and Almunth played a lot with me. After some ice cream I felt a bit fat and got Florian to take me to a nice a castle with Roman therms next to it. It was very nice but I feel a bit bad about
the fact that my big effort with the show did not gain so much notice. While I was hear Florian was contacted by two TV programs but also I guess it is something to do with the language. 

I woke up too early today and went in the black forest that it was still dark. Many animals were around and I could record my thoughts as well as do my gymnastics before heading back to
Florian's farm. Almuth was really sweet to me. Such a nice little girl falling asleep in my arms. It was a bit sad to leave the kids behind and head to Frankfurt but Florian and I talked openly
aabout our private matters and time flew. I know ought to shower cause we are going to our museum opening where he will be interviewed once more.

Today was a bit sad. I think the gray weather turned me sad. After so many years in Sweden I cannot stand it. Breakfast with my artist gang was nice though after all the nice opening of
yesterday grouping up with some Italians also showing some drone stuff. It was also emotional to say farewell to Florian particularly after hearing how much his little girls miss me. The walk
into town with Paul, an American artist from San Francisco who promised me to host me there, was nice. We went with Ben to by some toys and then we were alone roaming a bit to finally
make it back to the hotel and take a nap. Later I walked by myself also to get my sadness away. I felt clear in my mind though and went through a better part of residential Frankfurt not so
affected by the bombs. Now I will draw and then bath to then go out with Paul again.

Today I woke up also rather low mood. It was five then and I updated my project to go back to bed later for a couple of hours more. I then sat at the breakfast table with Paul to talk for an hour
and then I took off for a long walk along the Main river. I went up stream for several kilometers also looking for a place to pee and I finally found a small forest. I then crossed on a small bridge
over a dig and walked first on an ugly industrial area to then enjoy the hyper moder part with a lot of people exercising. Back in the city center I got a salad at an Italian restaurant and finally
walked back to the hotel lobby where I Skyped with sweet Myrthe and got my bags to go to the station and catch a commuter to the airport. I did not feel so well; my head was heavy but now I
am at the gate and drunk water and sat off to work.

I did not feel all that great to wake up in my little room here in Sweden. Also Kate told me the news that she got a job as a receptionist in London and therefore I might have to look for another
roommate. Alberto was not so down about the news and we talk quite a bit while I was also doing the laundry. He even cooked a pasta al pesto for me and the rest of the afternoon I scanned three




